
YOU ARE THE REASON BEHIND MY HAPPINESS 
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Who We Are
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Our Story
It all began during the July War in 2006. 

Mohamad Mukhtar Beydoun and Rabih El Sheikh were employees at local banks. With the suffering all 
around them, the pair made the decision to take an open vacation from banking and to dedicate their time to 
helping displaced citizens in Beirut to secure shelter, food, medicine, clothes, and supplies to cover all their 
needs. 

They accessed public and private schools, empty buildings and Sanayieh Park, where they sheltered those 
citizens and provided them with everything they needed. Day and night, Mohamed managed Sanayieh Park, 
and Rabih managed Shakieb Arsilan Mix Public High School in Verdun. After the war ended, they felt blessed 
and realized how important it had been to give back to society and to help people in need.

With sincerity, dedication, transparency, open hands and hearts full of love and generosity, they promised 
themselves to always dedicate part of their life to helping others as much as they could. 

Finally, in June 2013, the dream came true. Mohamad Mukhtar Beydoun, Rabih El Sheikh, Hasan Hamdan 
and Jad Beydoun officially established an NGO known as “Banin Charity Association” with registration 
number "1007"; gaining the trust of many individuals, entrepreneurs and businessmen. Over time more and 
more people joined the NGO and its work increased in size and scale. The journey has begun and it is going 
on to grow through giving, helping and supporting people...
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Happiness represented by “Our Smile”

Love represented by “Our Heart”  

Giving represented by “Our Open Hands”

Humanity represented by “Our Human Nature”

Motherhood represented by “Our Hugging Arms”

Our Values
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Our Goals
Since 2013, Banin Association has worked to sustainably impact the lives of many Lebanese citizens, 
regardless of their sectarian or political affiliation. We aim to help those in need to cope with the often harsh 
conditions of life in Lebanon and to respond to emerging crises.

Banin provides its services and aid to people in order to create for them a life full of pride and dignity and for 
the purpose of enjoying the health care required for them and achieve their goals.

Banin Association aims to provide its services and aid to people regardless of their sectarian or political 
affiliations so that people may obtain and enjoy their rights. The idea of racial and sect-based discrimination 
does not exist at Banin, and we follow a purely humanitarian path.
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What We Do
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Our Focus
Today, Banin Charity Association helps more than 1,400 families, and a total of approximately 7,000 citizens 
from different areas of Lebanon, including the North, the South, and Beqaa through our four branches in 
Beirut, Tyre, Tripoli, and Nabatieh. Banin Charity is a home for everyone in need. No matter what the problem 
is, we are here to help.

We do not discriminate against applicants on the basis of political, sectorial, or religious belonging. 

Our only concern is to ignite the spirit of humanity in people, regardless of where they come from or who they 
are. 

How do we select families?

Each family visits the nearest Banin Branch where they fill out a Help Application form. If we can help, the 
investigation department takes an appointment to visit the family at their residence in order to confirm the 
information they have given. The file is then transferred to the board committee in order to identify the type of 
assistance that can be offered. 

This mechanism was adopted in order to make sure that every donation reaches the right destination. 
However, in critical cases that demand urgent assistance, a decision is made within 48 hours.

Families can benefit from eight core programs where Banin commits to a total monthly financial assistance 
of approximately $100,000. 
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Our Focus
Banin works with a wide range of organizations and together we impact the lives of 7,000 Lebanese on a yearly 
basis through the following programs:
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Patient Sponsorship
Total Assistance from 2013 to Q2 2018

877 Patients
$1,002,054

Banin Charity Association places a great emphasis on and interest in medical services, and provides health 
assistance, medicine, consultations and treatments through charitable clinics. 

The Association believes that the medical sector is under supported by the government and is determined to 
develop the medical sector in Lebanon by:

  A. Surgeries: The Association has helped to cover the costs of a large number of surgical operations, 
including expensive procedures in a large number of hospitals across Lebanon. These operations have 
included: Bone marrow transplant, kidney transplant, and chemical treatments for cancer.

  B. Laboratory tests and X-rays: The Association also covers the costs of laboratory tests and X-rays for 
registered patients.

  C. Medicine and treatments: The Association provides a wide range of medicines for 300 families on a 
monthly basis. Banin has signed contracts with over 200 doctors which contribute to paying the cost of 
medical consultations.

All payments to healthcare institutions, laboratories and healthcare services are paid directly to the service 
provides via a bank check ordered to the first beneficiary. 
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Food Security
Total Assistance from 2013 to Q2 2018

125 Families
$296,194

Banin Charity Association provides a monthly food subsidy valued at more than 50$ for each approved family.

This food assistance is provided through coupons.  

The family can choose what food they need from a local Coop Supermarket that Banin has mutual agreement 
with, or Banin can deliver a box of food directly to the family.
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Financial Aid
Total Assistance from 2013 to Q2 2018

275 Families
$495,330

Banin Charity Association pays financial aid in the form of a monthly cash allowance to needy families 
depending on their situation in order to provide their daily meals or rent. 

This type of aid is restricted to the poorest families that are approved after an in-depth study by Banin's 
investigation department that insures that the family does not have any additional source of income. 

This aid is mainly given to families with handicapped members or people with severe issues. The monthly 
grant is on an average $100.
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Orphan Sponsorship 
Total Assistance from 2013 to Q2 2018

105 Orphans 
$113,642

Banin Charity Association provides holistic support to orphaned children and their families to reduce the 
challenges they face. 

The families receive monthly payments ranging from 40$ to $250 depending on the number of children, their 
economic situation, and their fixed monthly expenses. 
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We Educate
Total Assistance from 2013 to Q2 2018

101 Students
$51,272

Banin Charity Association's educational services are limited to public schools and Lebanese University. Banin 
also helps university students with their expenses to allow them to focus on their education. 

This aid mainly helps with tuition, stationery and general expenses. Payments are paid directly to the beneficiary 
via Banin Bank checks to public schools and via Liban Post transaction to universities.
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Restoration and Rehabilitation
Total Assistance from 2013 to Q2 2018

25 Families
$49,556

Banin Charity Association intervenes in social cases and helps in the restoration and rehabilitation of homes 
that are unsuitable because of a lack of primary services and basic necessities. 

This work covers extreme water leaks, buildings that are in danger of collapsing, broken windows or damaged 
walls, renovations of bathrooms and kitchens, replacing broken tiles, painting, and the repair of electrical 
wiring. 

The service also includes providing goods and materials to families in need. Sanitary work is undertaken, 
kitchen utensils (plates, dishes, silverware, cups) and missing appliances (fridge, washer and oven) can be 
provided. In bedrooms, missing covers, pillows, mattresses and beds for elderly people are provided. 
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Empowerment Funding
Total Assistance from 2013 to Q2 2018

16 Entrepreneurs
$31,730

The Association funds small businesses (vegetable shops, small coffee shops and fish carts) in order to 
enable some families to have a source of income. This project has been highly successful as it enables some 
families to rely on themselves in earning their living. 

The families are able to work and learn about their business, and can soon sustain themselves. Micro-loans 
with no interest are available and are based on a payment back plan over a certain period of time. 

The loans are offered on the basis of a reasonable fixed cost, a good location, and a decent feasibility study. 
The loans range between 1,000-3,000 USD, and the collected repayments will be re invested in similar 
projects for different beneficiaries.
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Total Assistance from 2013 to Q2 2018

7 Patients
$667,000

Banin Charity Association has created a trust fund for severe medical cases to be treated outside Lebanon. Special cases needing high cost 
medical treatments among families that are unable to afford the cost of medical care are supported by Critical Medical Endowment. 

Banin sponsors such cases and runs fund raising campaigns through our network of supporters, our social media platforms, our international 
relationships and through some Lebanese TV programs. 

List of Critical Medical Cases: 

• 2016:   Zeinab Abdel Jawad, Bone Marrow Transplant, Italy $153,000
• 2017:  Adam Wehbe, Kidney and Liver Transplant, Italy $110,000
• 2017:  Mohamad Rajeh, Treatment of Paralysis, Italy $40,000
• 2017:  Fadia Mostafa, Cerebral Palsy, USA $74,000
• 2018:  Ahmad Othman, Bone Marrow Transplant, Turkey $145,000
• 2018:  Rawan Al Nazer, Bone Marrow Transplant, Turkey $120,000
• 2018:  Amal Barek, Treatment of Paralysis, Turkey $25,000

Critical Medical Endowment

Zeinab Abdel Jawad

Ahmad Othman Rawan Al Nazer Amal Barek

Mohamad Rajeh Fadia Mostafa
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Activities
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Banin Charity holds several activities on a yearly basis schedule. The main purpose of such activities is to socialize with assisted families, break 
ice, enforce social ties, and draw a smile on children’s and adults’ faces.

Football Tournament: 
This activity is one of the most popular in which orphans, from several NGOs, participate, play, and enjoy gathering.  

Social Dinners: 
Banin hosts social dinners and iftar for assisted families and orphans in collaboration with local donors and international NGOs, whereby many 
activities, such as magic shows, games, amusement parks, and social discussions take place in those gatherings. 

Banin Holiday Truck: 
The idea of drawing a smile on children’s face can never be completed without pleasing them with gifts whereby they feel very special and lucky to 
have. This is why Banin has created “Banin Holiday Truck” which takes advantage of Christmas Adha holiday events to drive around in Lebanese 
cities and poor neighborhoods, playing holiday music and distributing gifts left and right to all happy children who run after the truck enjoying 
themselves, singing and dancing happily. 

Banin Women’s Club: 
We, at Banin Organization, strongly believe that women play an essential role in the development of our society, so we have decided to launch 
“Banin Women’s Club”, where those women aim to pursue the goals of Banin Organization. In addition, we aim to empower women so that they 
may face issues like abuse and discrimination that might hinder them from having a descent life. 

Volunteers: 
Banin Charity Association aims to ignite the spirit of humanity by encouraging volunteers from all age groups to help in the work of the organization 
and assist us in everything we do.

Our Activites

Football Tournament

Banin Women’s Club Banin Holiday Truck

Social Dinners Vounteers
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Partners
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Our Partners

Turkey

 Italy

USA 

Bambino Gesu' Pediatric Hospital (OPBG), Italy

On February 7th, 2017; Banin signed a partnership agreement with Bambino Gesu' Pediatric Hospital (OPBG) 
in Italy to provide advanced treatments for Banin critical health cases.

Acibadem Hospital, Turkey

On January 1st, 2018; Banin signed a partnership agreement with Acibadem Hospital in Turkey to provide 
patient services for Banin critical health cases.

Children’s Hospital of Saint Louis (Cerebral Palsy Department), USA 

On May 11, 2018; Children’s Hospital of Saint Louis, USA cordially welcomed the partnership opportunity 
with Banin Charity Association for the care of Banin children suffering from Cerebral Palsy diseases.
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Achievements
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Evolution of Families and Donations Evolution of RevenuesDistribution of Families by Regions Total Donations by Program

Achievements Achievements
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Donations
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Honorary Member
Is the person who contributes a monthly membership of minimum $1,000. An Honorary member has the 
right to access all data held by the Association.

Members receive annual reports about the Association’s activities and financial reports that include costs and 
payments. Members have the right to attend Association’s board meetings. 

Become a “Honorary Member” of Banin!!
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Orphan Sponsorship
Banin Charity Association offers the opportunity to sponsor an orphan from among its families. An orphan's 
monthly needs are on an average $200 per month. 

Banin has broken down the orphan's monthly needs into bundles of $20 to make it easier for the donor to 
sponsor a bundle (or bundles) for an orphan. 

Based on the honored saying “The Supporter of an Orphan and I are in Heaven”; the Association encourages 
this step as a bridge of communication among orphans, sponsors and donors.

 Sponsor Today to Return Their Smile!!
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Patient Sponsorship 
The Patient Sponsorship project is the first project in Lebanon that gives monthly help and care assistance 
to a patient in need of help. 

In Lebanon the medical sector suffers from a lack of government support; Banin is making sure that needy 
patients can get treatment. 

To encourage people to donate, the Association has created a monthly sponsorship bundle of $20 per 
month. 

Sponsor Today to Relief Their Pain!!
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Donation Box
The Association launched the Donation Box after being inspired by the honored saying “Al Sadaqa Repels 
Disasters". 

Banin distributes the boxes to many corporations, businesses, private homes and small shops. These boxes 
are collected on a monthly basis by a Banin representative. 

Be a “Donation Box” holder by asking us to send you one today!!
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Legitimate Rights
Banin collects “Zakat” which is distributed to needy families within Islamic laws. 
Banin Charity Association holds “Certified License of Collecting Legitimate Islamic Rights - Khomos”. The 
money shall be distributed in compliance of Khomos bylaws

You Can Pay Your Legitimate Rights at Banin Today!!
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Our Branches 
Head Office
Beirut, Lebanon
+961 1 659 427

Nabatieh, Lebanon
+961 7 763 685

Tripoli, Lebanon
+961 6 409 076

Tyre, Lebanon
+961 7 344 058
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Our Departments
Administrative Department 
info@banincharity.org

Donations Department 
donations@banincharity.org

Socialservices Department 
socialservices@banincharity.org



Letter From Banin
“Banin, an utterly transparent charity, stands on your efforts and help. In Banin, we resort to you with full hope 
that you will assist us achieve our goals, no matter how far we reach so that we, in our turn , can help all the 
needy.

You are aware of the work we do, and we proudly commit ourselves to continue serving humanity impartially: 
free from any political and religious affiliation or sect-based discrimination.

Thus, we are honored and look forward to having you as Honorary Member, Orphan or Patient Sponsor, Food 
Security Donator, Financial Aid Supporter, empowerment Funder, Restoration and Rehabilitation Backer, and 
Donation Box Holder.

As time is getting worse, and closed doors are preventing you from moving forward, be sure that Banin is 
always with you, holding your hand tight to the end of your journey so that you can reach the safe shore.

Yesterday, was the dream, but with the sincere pure -white touch and meticulous work, that dream has 
become a reality. Banin has changed the lives of many. 

HELP US CHANGE MORE!!
President, 

Mohamed Mukhtar Beydoun




